Clinical grading of the pivot shift test correlates best with tibial acceleration.
Recently, different measurement systems have been developed to quantitatively measure the pivot shift in vivo. These systems lack validation and a large inter-examiner variability for the manually performed pivot shift test exists. The purpose of this study was to perform objective measurements of the pivot shift using three different measurement devices and to examine the correlation of the measurements with clinical grading of the pivot shift. A cadaver knee on a whole lower body specimen was prepared to display a high-grade pivot shift. The pivot shift tests were performed three times by 12 blinded expert surgeons using their preferred technique. Simultaneous data samplings were recorded using three different measurement devices: (1) electromagnetic tracking system using bone-attached and skin-fixed sensors, respectively, (2) triaxial accelerometer system, and (3) simple image analysis. The surgeons graded the knee clinically using pivot shift grades I-III. Correlations were calculated using the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. The expert surgeons average clinical grading was 2.3 (SD ± 0.5). Clinical grading displayed best correlation with the acceleration of reduction as measured by electromagnetic tracking system with bone-attached sensors (r = 0.67, P < 0.05). Similar correlation coefficient was found for the acceleration of reduction (r = 0.58, P = 0.05) and the "jerk" component of acceleration (r = 0.61, P < 0.05) measured by means of the triaxial accelerometer system. The pivot shift can be quantified by several in vivo measurement devices. Best correlation with clinical grading was found with tibial acceleration parameters. Future studies will have to analyze how quantitative parameters can be utilized to standardize clinical grading of the pivot shift. Diagnostic study, Level II.